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Preprint (n): a complete but unpublished manuscript yet to 
be certified by peer review that’s freely available online



bioRxiv preprint service for biology launched Nov 2013

• Authors’ PDFs – no 
typesetting/mark-up

• Submission + access free

• Posting almost immediate, 
with screening but no peer 
review

• Revised versions can be 
posted any time



“It’s ridiculous I have to wait months to read a paper while it goes 
through peer review…let me decide for myself whether it’s any good”

“Think how much time is wasted!”

What scientists were saying in 2013

“I am writing a grant but the paper is not going to be published 
by the time I submit. The solution is a pre-print server that can be 
referenced”

“I’m posting my manuscript on arXiv”



arXiv: preprints in physics, maths, statistics, computer science, 
quantitative biology

• Established 1991

• Mechanism for sharing 
findings prior to publication 
& establishing priority

• Non-profit funded by 
Cornell, libraries & various 
foundations

• >1 million preprints 



For-profit start-up, conduit to PeerJ journal

For-profit, public peer-review journal

Companies hosting un-refereed content

For-profit, host for figures, partial papers, etc.



Funded by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory 
& Lourie Foundation

Not-for-profit, publisher-neutral servers

Funded by Cornell, libraries & various 
foundations



Benefits

• Rapid transmission of results 

• Pre-publication feedback/discussion

• Visibility, especially for early-career 
scientists

• Immediate evidence of productivity for 
grant/hiring committees



bioRxiv features

• Posted manuscript date-stamped + given a DOI (citable)

• Indexed in Google Scholar

• Choice of article type (New, Confirmatory, or Contradictory Results)

• 25 life science subject categories plus science communication & education

• Choice of license (CC0, CC BY, CC BY-NC, CC BY-ND, CC BY-NC-ND, all rights 
reserved)

• Article metrics

• Commenting

• Links to published versions













Progress since 2013

• ~4500 submissions (>90% approved)

• ~30% revised (many more than once)

• >50% of papers subsequently published

• >300 journals have published papers preprinted on bioRxiv



Progress since 2013

• Behavior change: more biologists posting/reading preprints

• Policy change: more journals allowing preprint posting

• Rule change: NIH grant applications can now cite “non-peer-
reviewed publications”

• Community change: awareness raised by two meetings -

2015

2016



ASAPbio

• 1-day meeting for representative stakeholders, Feb 2016

• Consensus that preprints solve an important problem…timely 
sharing of publicly funded research

“Preprints decouple journal publication from dissemination of knowledge.  By sharing results 
when they are ready to be shared, science can move forward while the slow wheels of peer 
review turn.” Stephen Floor, UC Berkeley

• Criticism of journals that will not consider preprints

• Strong support for one service in biology

• Plans to lobby NIH & other funders



ASAPbio impact
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Direct commenting

Email

Blogs

Social media

?50K

Feedback 

Off-site peer 
review



Publication

>320 journals have published bioRxiv preprints

Nature, Science, Cell, PNAS, eLife, Nature Genetics, Nature Neuroscience, Cell
Reports, Nature Communications, Genome Research, Genetics, Evolution,
Biophysical Journal, PLoS One, PLoS Genetics, PLoS Pathogens, Biology Open,
Bioinformatics, American Journal of Human Genetics, Journal of
Neuroscience, etc



Discovery



Discovery



Disciplines



Changing preprint policies

“Currently we do not permit our authors 
to deposit their work in pre-print servers,
…we have recently received feedback
from researchers that they will not publish 
with us on this basis.”

“you can easily imagine a situation…
where having your journal not be 
preprint-friendly is an active disincentive
to publishing there”



Changing citation policies



Manuscript recruitment



Integrating preprints into journal workflows

• Enabling authors to simultaneously submit a manuscript 
to a journal and to bioRxiv (J2B)

• Enabling authors to submit a preprint directly 
to a journal from bioRxiv (B2J)



Formal
publication

Author-driven
submission

Peer review

Yur
journal
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Manuscript
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No peer review

Integrating preprints into journal workflows
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submission (J2B)

Immediate
posting



Integrating preprints into journal workflows

• B2J requires a journal’s manuscript management system to 
coordinate with bioRxiv’s Bench>Press system

• Transfer of manuscript and metadata is done via FTP

• Currently 40 journals available for B2J manuscript transfer

• Many more are lining up

• ~100 transfers have taken place



Integrating preprints into journal workflows



Integrating preprints into journal workflows



Integrating preprints into journal workflows

What is transferred?  
• PDF and source files
• Supplementary data if available
• Metadata

Which metadata?
• Title
• Abstract
• Author names, affiliations, email addresses, ORCID ID’s
• Corresponding author
• Destination journal code



Editorial Manager and bioRxiv

• Integration with Editorial Manager will be available in July 

• The only EM customization required will be email to authors on 
receipt of transferred manuscript

• Coordination with Bench>Press required

• Questions? inglis@cshl.edu



Making bioRxivan essential hub
in the communication ecosystem
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